MY Personal Statement

	I have always been an Artist…always.  I cannot remember a time when old enough to hold a crayon, that I was not drawing or writing (or pretending to write) or dreaming of being an artist.  When old enough to begin to think about,” What do I want to be when I grew up?”…… I knew.   I knew I wanted to be an Artist, of course, but I also knew that I wanted to be something different than an “Art Teacher”.  From the very first Art Teacher in my elementary school years, throughout my undergraduate college education, I had never experienced an “Art Teacher” that had ever made me feel good about myself, my creations or creative expression in general.  This is not an exaggeration.  The first “Art Teacher” that actually provided any creative inspiration came in Graduate school, while pursuing my MA in Creative Arts Therapy.
	 I knew from early on, that there was indeed a difference between an Art Teacher and an Art Therapist…..I knew without even really knowing there was an actual profession and/or degree program.  I knew there had to be ”professionals” who inspired, facilitated and implemented creative expression without critique, judgment, competition or grades….people who created an atmosphere of trust in oneself and the creative process, built confidence and self -esteem, provided a safe, nurturing environment to create and communicate personal self- expression…no matter one’s age, ability level, mental, emotional or physical capabilities…..  
……………….I knew I was to become that person.
	I knew that professionally, I wanted to be able to, through the creative process, eliminate the obstacle/s, for one to be able to create and express themselves.  I wanted to be able to facilitate the personal self -expression of anybody, without exception, within a safe, loving and creative environment, no matter what their ability level or challenges might be.
	My undergraduate degrees were in Developmental and Behavioral Psychology and Fine Art.  In addition to the basic requirements, I studied the many disciplines and philosophies of Psychology, Sociology,” Special” Education and of course Fine Arts….all in preparation for a profession I naively thought I had created…..Art Therapy.  To my surprise, upon conversing with one of my Undergraduate Art professors concerning my future career path, I learned the field and profession of Art Therapy indeed existed.  My professor also shared with me, a friend, a colleague and the only registered Art Therapist in West Virginia at the time, Barbara Blumberg. 
	Barbara Blumberg was located at Charleston Memorial Hospital, literally down the street from my school.  The introductions were made and I began my internship as an Art Therapist.  I worked with Barbara Blumberg in the Pediatrics ward at Charleston Memorial Hospital, shortly after beginning my freshman year and continued throughout my four years of college until my graduation.  This was just the beginning…a true blessing and affirmation of my intentions and goals of becoming an Art Therapist.
	Graduate school was a requirement to continue on this particular career path.  At this time, Art Therapy was a relatively new field .There were a variety of programs in a variety of different disciplines and philosophies, most of which concentrated on Art Therapy within Psychotherapy and Psychoanalysis in Psychiatric facilities.  I knew I was interested in working with both individuals and groups with “special needs”, more in the realm of “special Education” and Day Programs.  I was interested in working with physical and cognitive challenges, Developmental Disabilities and Autism.  I knew I was not interested in Psychoanalytic Art Therapy, which many Art Therapy Programs at that time specialized in.   I was accepted and attended Hofstra University in New York, where the MA program in Creative Arts Therapy was within their school of Education.  Once again, I KNEW I was in the right place, learning about and practicing what I was destined to become.
	I was hired for my first job as an Art Therapist, at a Residential Treatment facility for inner city “Youths” (15-22 years of age) before I even graduated.  I did graduate within that first year at work.  I was part of the Occupational Therapy department working with Dual Diagnosis, some multiple diagnosis Adolescents. In addition to social/emotional and behavioral issues, many of the “residents” had severe psychological issues such as schizophrenia and most suffered from issues relating to all forms of trauma and abandonment, drug and sexual abuse, and what was to become known as HIV/AIDS.  Art and my open, non- threatening presentation of materials were magic for these “kids”……. street wise, gang attached, and casualties of the New York City Dept. of Social Services and Foster Care.  
Possibly for the first time in many of their young lives, they were provided with choices and avenues for expression within a safe and nurturing creative environment. Art and Creative Expression provided them with a voice that was unconditional, uncensored and non- judgmental…they created and I LOVED what I was doing.  My job and the creative freedom with the “residents” continued for seven years.  The only aspect that did change was, instead of the Treatment Facility being my employer, the New York City Board of Education took over my services and I was then considered one of the “teachers”.  What a great job…now with better pay, full benefits and a school calendar.

	I left New York and my incredible first position as an Art Therapist for a “quality of life” experience.  I wound up on the island of St John, in the USVI (United States Virgin Islands). Teaching art at a small, rural island school, painting clothing for tourists at a local “hand painted clothing boutique” and lots of time to paint and create on my own.  From there, I moved back to mainland US and settled in Colorado where my “quality of life” existence continued through August, 2011. 
	 I have worked in a wide variety of educational settings, both “mainstream”, “Special Education” and in Community Arts.  I have owned and operated a business, the Creative Playhouse, a Community Center for Art and Education.  The Playhouse included a creativity based Preschool, an afterschool and summer art programs, adult art classes and individual and group Art Therapy.  I love working with Youth at Risk and offered such ongoing groups as “Young Female Empowerment Through Art”, Community Mural Projects and classes in self exploration through Art and Journaling.  Along with my work at the Creative Playhouse while still in Colorado, I worked on both an individual and group level with adults with a wide range of Developmental Disabilities at a local Day Treatment Program.
	What I felt my life was truly missing both personally and professionally was diversity of cultures, overall multiculturalism and using Art/Art Therapy as tools for transformation and healing.  I also felt a strong desire to work with a diversity of socioeconomic levels of existence.  There is a whole world of people in need of a voice and the opportunity to create and express themselves. This ache grew stronger and stronger in me, especially the more I traveled out of the US. I traveled in Mexico, Guatemala, Belize and then India.  My first trip to India became a second, then a third and now my home……and the journey and opportunities of my life continue to unfold as I can honestly say that I am “living my dream”.

